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Introduction
Lubricating greases are generally highly structured suspensions consisting of a thickener, usually a metal soap such as lithium, calcium, sodium, barium, or aluminum, dispersed in mineral or synthetic oils. In addition, lubricating greases usually contain some performance additives [1] [2] [3] . Thickener molecules combine to form tridimensional networks consisting of fibers, small spheres, rods, or platelets in which the oil is trapped, conferring the appropriate rheological and tribological behaviour to the grease. The main purpose of the thickener is to prevent the loss of lubricant under operating conditions, providing gel-like characteristics to the grease, despite this evidently implying a considerable resistance to the flow of these materials [2, 4, 5] .
Special attention has been paid to the steady-state flow behaviour of lubricating greases because of the complex strain response to stress and the time-dependent behaviour exhibited [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It is accepted that lubricating greases are yielding materials, characterized by a discontinuity in the flow curve, particularly in the yielding stress range, where the deformation process is characterized by a sudden drop in viscosity when the shear stress slightly increases. The existence of three different regions in the viscous flow curve of lubricating greases has been previously discussed [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] : firstly, a tendency to reach a limiting viscosity, at very low stress values; secondly, a dramatic drop in viscosity; and finally, a tendency to reach a constant high-shear stress-limiting viscosity. The appropriate characterization of this flow behaviour has an evident practical importance, above all in relation to average life-time, resistance under operating conditions, and pumpability [2] . Indeed, this characteristic flow behaviour allows the "practical" yield stress value to be determined, which plays an important role in the design of automatic grease centralized pumping and distribution systems [5] . 
Rheological Characterization
The rheological characterization of this group of greases was carried out with both a RS-150 (Thermohaake, Karlsruhe, Germany) controlled-stress rheometer, and an ARES (Rheometrics Scientific, Leatherhead, UK) controlled-strain rheometer. All tests were performed using serrated plate-plate geometries (35 mm in controlled-stress, 25 mm in controlled-strain; 1mm gap, 0.4 relative roughness) in order to prevent the wall slip effects typically found in these materials [10] . No gap influence was detected when performing tests with different plate-plate gaps (0.5-3 mm), thus confirming the absence of wall slip. All measurements were conducted at 25 • C, following the same recent thermal and mechanical history, i.e., 30 min resting time at the selected temperature, and replicated at least three times using new un-sheared samples.
Stepped Shear Rate and Shear Stress Ramps
Upward stepped ramps of shear rates and shear stresses traditionally employed to obtain steady-state flow curves were applied using both controlled-stress, in a 10-3000 Pa range of shear stress, and controlled-strain, in a 0.0125-100 s −1 range of shear rate, rheometers. Each point within the flow curve was acquired after shearing for 3 min in each step. This curve will be called the "practical" steady-state flow curve in the text.
Transient Experiments at Constant Shear Rate
Stress-growth experiments were performed, at 25 • C, in the controlled-strain rheometer at different constant shear rates (0.0125, 0.1, and 1 s −1 ). The evolution of shear stress with time was monitored until a steady state was reached. However, some experiments, especially at 1 s −1 , were eventually stopped before a steady state was reached when fracture and/or partial expelling of the sample was detected.
Creep Tests
Different constant shear stresses were applied to grease samples, using a controlled-stress rheometer, and the corresponding shear rate was measured for a period of time. These creep experiments were carried out between 100 and 1000 Pa, depending on the consistency of the lubricating grease.
SAOS Experiments
In addition, small-amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) tests, inside the linear viscoelasticity range, were carried out in a frequency range between 0.01 and 100 rad/s, using a plate-plate geometry (35 mm diameter, 1 mm gap) in the controlled stress rheometer. Stress sweep tests, at 1 Hz, were previously performed on each sample to determine the linear viscoelasticity region.
Atomic Force Microscopy
The microstructural characterization of greases was carried out by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a multimode apparatus connected to a Nanoscope-IV scanning probe microscope controller (Digital Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). All images were acquired in the tapping mode using Veeco NanoprobeTM tips. Figure 1 shows the mechanical spectra, in the linear viscoelasticity range, for the different lubricating greases studied. These mechanical spectra are qualitatively similar to those shown by other particle gels [24] , supporting the idea that lubricating greases are highly structured systems, as has also been detected by AFM microscopy (Figure 2 ). Some useful information about the microstructural network of these greases may be extracted from small-amplitude oscillatory shear measurements. microstructural network of these greases may be extracted from small-amplitude oscillatory shear measurements.
Results

Linear Viscoelastic Response and Microstructure
Figure 1.
Frequency dependence of the storage and loss moduli (a) and tan δ (b), in the linear viscoelasticity region, for the five lubricating greases studied (filled symbols, G'; empty symbol, G'').
As typically found in commercial lubricating greases [25] , all samples studied show values of the storage modulus (G') around one decade higher than those measured for the loss modulus (G"), as well as a minimum in G" at intermediate frequencies. However, a much softer evolution was found for the polyurea-based grease, with almost constant values of G" within the frequency range of around 10 −3 -10 −1 Hz, and a gradual increase afterwards. On the other hand, very similar values of the loss tangent (tan δ) were obtained in most cases, with slightly lower values for the lithium and especially the complex calcium greases. In general, this viscoelastic behaviour is the result of both interparticle and thickener-oil interactions [7, 26] .
Although most of the samples studied are NLGI grade 2 greases (except the calcium complex soap-based grease), significant differences among them have been found from both viscoelastic and microstructural points of view. As can be observed in Figure 2 , grease microstructures are very different, depending on the type of thickener, which determines the rheological behaviour of these lubricating greases. While most of the greases show a high density of soap particles in the form of small or long interconnected fibers, the calcium complex grease ( Figure 2d ) discloses a number of polydisperse large aggregates. Consequently, it may be assumed that this microstructure can exhibit a certain brittle character under shear, which can justify the relatively low values of tan δ compared with the rest of the samples. Figure 3 shows the viscous flow curves obtained from stepped-shear rate and stress ramps for the five grease samples studied. The shear stress versus shear rate curves were acquired by applying both the control stress (CS) and the controlled shear rate (CR) modes and plotted together, in a wide range of shear rates, to obtain the complete flow curves. In all cases, a strong shear rate dependence is appreciated. Initially, shear stress increases with shear rate up to around 10 −3 s −1 , and shear stresses ranged from 500 Pa, for the lithium grease, to 1000 Pa, for the polyurea-based grease, which was only measurable in the CS mode. Then, the flow curves for the aluminum complex, lithium complex, and simple lithium greases exhibit several decades of almost constant values of shear stress between 10 −3 and 10 s −1 , representative of the characteristic yielding flow behaviour of structured materials [6, 10, 27] . In addition, a slight non-monotonic evolution of the stress can be observed in this shear As typically found in commercial lubricating greases [25] , all samples studied show values of the storage modulus (G') around one decade higher than those measured for the loss modulus (G"), as well as a minimum in G" at intermediate frequencies. However, a much softer evolution was found for the polyurea-based grease, with almost constant values of G" within the frequency range of around 10 −3 -10 −1 Hz, and a gradual increase afterwards. On the other hand, very similar values of the loss tangent (tan δ) were obtained in most cases, with slightly lower values for the lithium and especially the complex calcium greases. In general, this viscoelastic behaviour is the result of both interparticle and thickener-oil interactions [7, 26] .
Stepped-Shear Rate and Stress Ramps: The "Practical" Steady-State Flow Curve
Although most of the samples studied are NLGI grade 2 greases (except the calcium complex soap-based grease), significant differences among them have been found from both viscoelastic and microstructural points of view. As can be observed in Figure 2 , grease microstructures are very different, depending on the type of thickener, which determines the rheological behaviour of these lubricating greases. While most of the greases show a high density of soap particles in the form of small or long interconnected fibers, the calcium complex grease ( Figure 2d ) discloses a number of polydisperse large aggregates. Consequently, it may be assumed that this microstructure can exhibit a certain brittle character under shear, which can justify the relatively low values of tan δ compared with the rest of the samples.
3.2.
Stepped-Shear Rate and Stress Ramps: The "Practical" Steady-State Flow Curve Figure 3 shows the viscous flow curves obtained from stepped-shear rate and stress ramps for the five grease samples studied. The shear stress versus shear rate curves were acquired by applying both the control stress (CS) and the controlled shear rate (CR) modes and plotted together, in a wide range of shear rates, to obtain the complete flow curves. In all cases, a strong shear rate dependence is appreciated. Initially, shear stress increases with shear rate up to around 10 −3 s −1 , and shear stresses ranged from 500 Pa, for the lithium grease, to 1000 Pa, for the polyurea-based grease, which was only measurable in the CS mode. Then, the flow curves for the aluminum complex, lithium complex, and simple lithium greases exhibit several decades of almost constant values of shear stress between 10 −3 and 10 s −1 , representative of the characteristic yielding flow behaviour of structured materials [6, 10, 27] . In addition, a slight non-monotonic evolution of the stress can be observed in this shear rate range (see, for instance, the lithium grease in Figure 3 ). However, calcium complex soap-and polyurea-based greases clearly show a minimum in the shear stress vs. shear rate plots inside this range. These trends were only observed in the CR curves, whereas a sudden jump in the shear rate was observed in the CS curves in this shear rate range. Afterwards, above 10 s −1 , shear stress starts to increase again with shear rate, leading to coinciding CR and CS curves. rate range (see, for instance, the lithium grease in Figure 3 ). However, calcium complex soap-and polyurea-based greases clearly show a minimum in the shear stress vs. shear rate plots inside this range. These trends were only observed in the CR curves, whereas a sudden jump in the shear rate was observed in the CS curves in this shear rate range. Afterwards, above 10 s −1 , shear stress starts to increase again with shear rate, leading to coinciding CR and CS curves. Traditionally, this behaviour has been attributed to a dynamically non-stable region and may be related to a non-homogeneous field of velocities during the viscometric flow of yielding materials, as, for instance, derived from wall depletion and shear banding phenomena, which can finally induce the fracture of the sample [28] [29] [30] [31] . Thus, these experimental results, i.e., the jump in the stress in CS measurements and/or the minimum in stress eventually appearing in CR tests, have been explained by attending to the coexistence of three different shear rates at a given constant shear stress. In fact, only two possible steady flow regimes are possible since the other one corresponds to an unstable regime, which coincides with the part of the model in which the stress may decrease with shear rate [10] . Considering this model, a sudden transition from the low-shear rate to the high-shear rate regime was found in controlled-stress experiments and the fluid behaves like a typical yield stress fluid ( Figure 3 ). This experimental flow curve has also been recently explained with simple mathematical arguments in the case of highly shear-thinning fluids, where the CR and CS shearing protocol modes play a decisive role in obtaining a minimum in the stress vs. shear rate plot [32] . This explanation does not need to be supported with the occurrence of flow instabilities as previously discussed, although the condition of a very pronounced shear-thinning behavior can easily promote such instabilities, since the apparent viscosity of the fluid will show huge variations along the gradient direction because of its enormous dependence on small shear stress variations. Nevertheless, as is discussed below, the non-consecution of steady conditions in stepped shear rate or stress ramps and the appearance of instabilities need to be additionally considered to explain the yielding behaviour of lubricating greases.
Transient Flow
In order to check the achievement of steady-state conditions in the stepped-shear rate and stress ramps, transient experiments at a constant shear rate or shear stress were performed for all the greases studied. Figure 4 shows the stress-growth curves obtained in transient experiments at constant shear rates of 0.0125, 0.1, and 1 s −1 . The evolution of the transient stress with time is similar to that observed for other thixotropic colloidal systems [20, 33, 34] . In all cases, a non-linear viscoelastic response was observed with two distinct regions: the first one between the onset of the transient test and the maximum shear stress, the so-called stress overshoot (τmax); and the second one ranging between this maximum and the equilibrium or steady-state shear stress (τeq). The first part of these curves is mainly the result of the well-known viscoelastic response of greases, with elastic Traditionally, this behaviour has been attributed to a dynamically non-stable region and may be related to a non-homogeneous field of velocities during the viscometric flow of yielding materials, as, for instance, derived from wall depletion and shear banding phenomena, which can finally induce the fracture of the sample [28] [29] [30] [31] . Thus, these experimental results, i.e., the jump in the stress in CS measurements and/or the minimum in stress eventually appearing in CR tests, have been explained by attending to the coexistence of three different shear rates at a given constant shear stress. In fact, only two possible steady flow regimes are possible since the other one corresponds to an unstable regime, which coincides with the part of the model in which the stress may decrease with shear rate [10] . Considering this model, a sudden transition from the low-shear rate to the high-shear rate regime was found in controlled-stress experiments and the fluid behaves like a typical yield stress fluid ( Figure 3 ). This experimental flow curve has also been recently explained with simple mathematical arguments in the case of highly shear-thinning fluids, where the CR and CS shearing protocol modes play a decisive role in obtaining a minimum in the stress vs. shear rate plot [32] . This explanation does not need to be supported with the occurrence of flow instabilities as previously discussed, although the condition of a very pronounced shear-thinning behavior can easily promote such instabilities, since the apparent viscosity of the fluid will show huge variations along the gradient direction because of its enormous dependence on small shear stress variations. Nevertheless, as is discussed below, the non-consecution of steady conditions in stepped shear rate or stress ramps and the appearance of instabilities need to be additionally considered to explain the yielding behaviour of lubricating greases.
In order to check the achievement of steady-state conditions in the stepped-shear rate and stress ramps, transient experiments at a constant shear rate or shear stress were performed for all the greases studied. Figure 4 shows the stress-growth curves obtained in transient experiments at constant shear rates of 0.0125, 0.1, and 1 s −1 . The evolution of the transient stress with time is similar to that observed for other thixotropic colloidal systems [20, 33, 34] . In all cases, a non-linear viscoelastic response was observed with two distinct regions: the first one between the onset of the transient test and the maximum shear stress, the so-called stress overshoot (τ max ); and the second one ranging between this maximum and the equilibrium or steady-state shear stress (τ eq ). The first part of these curves is mainly the result of the well-known viscoelastic response of greases, with elastic deformation of the prevailing component. Thus, the stress overshoot has been related to the energy level that has to be applied on the grease to produce a significant structural breakdown, when the shear flow process begins to be predominant [35] . deformation of the prevailing component. Thus, the stress overshoot has been related to the energy level that has to be applied on the grease to produce a significant structural breakdown, when the shear flow process begins to be predominant [35] . As can be appreciated in Figure 4 , polyurea-based grease displays the highest values of stress overshoot, as a result of a larger mechanical resistance to flow. This fact is in agreement with the almost parallel trend observed between the storage and loss moduli curves at low frequencies, characteristic of stronger gel-like properties [7, 22] . Moreover, both calcium complex and polyurea greases exhibit higher differences between the stress overshoot and the steady-state shear stress, for all the shear rates applied. This fact evidences the important shear-induced structural breakdown occurring in these greases, which can be evaluated by means of the amount of overshoot, defined as follows: (1) Table 2 shows the values of the amount of overshoot and the elapsed time necessary to reach this overshoot peak (tmax) for the lubricating greases studied, as a function of shear rate. As already mentioned, this time is related to the beginning of the structural breakdown process [35] , which decreases with shear rate for all greases. As can be appreciated in Figure 4 , polyurea-based grease displays the highest values of stress overshoot, as a result of a larger mechanical resistance to flow. This fact is in agreement with the almost parallel trend observed between the storage and loss moduli curves at low frequencies, characteristic of stronger gel-like properties [7, 22] . Moreover, both calcium complex and polyurea greases exhibit higher differences between the stress overshoot and the steady-state shear stress, for all the shear rates applied. This fact evidences the important shear-induced structural breakdown occurring in these greases, which can be evaluated by means of the amount of overshoot, defined as follows: Table 2 shows the values of the amount of overshoot and the elapsed time necessary to reach this overshoot peak (t max ) for the lubricating greases studied, as a function of shear rate. As already mentioned, this time is related to the beginning of the structural breakdown process [35] , which decreases with shear rate for all greases. The stress growth curves of lubricating greases have been previously related to shear-induced microstructural changes and associated frictional energy dissipation [36, 37] . Thus, the aluminum complex grease, which shows low values of the amount of overshoot and a microstructure based on small dispersed particles (Figure 2a ), seems to be relatively stable under low shear rates, similarly to the lithium complex grease, which shows a high density of small fiber-like particles (Figure 2c ). The lithium grease shows the highest structural stability against shear, providing the lowest values of the amount of overshoot for all the shear rates applied. These structural features bring about a high level of interactions among soap particles, conferring high elasticity, associated with high t max values, and consistency, backed up by higher values of the stress overshoot and storage modulus in the entire frequency range studied (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, although the calcium complex grease shows relatively low values of stress overshoot in comparison with other greases (Figure 4 ), which must be attributed to its lower NLGI grade, it also shows the most pronounced time-dependent behaviour, with the highest value of the amount of overshoot ( Table 2) ; exhibiting stress overshoot values at least three times higher than the corresponding steady-state value, for each shear rate evaluated (Figure 4 ). Furthermore, the lowest elapsed time at the overshoot peak (t max ) was detected for this grease. These transient flow properties, followed by those exhibited by the polyurea grease, are a consequence of the lower particle dispersion degree and not so entangled structures like those observed in the case of fibers.
As it has been mentioned above, these transient experiments at a constant shear rate allow us to evaluate the achievement of the steady-state in the previously discussed stepped-ramp flow tests. As can be appreciated in Figure 4 , the equilibrium state is reached at 0.0125 and 0.1 s −1 much longer than the 3 min applied in the stepped ramps, for all greases. Consequently, the "practical" flow curves displayed in Figure 3 must be significantly corrected in this shear rate range in order to get a more realistic steady-state flow behaviour. On the other hand, fracture, followed by the expulsion of the sample to some extent, was observed when some of the greases were submitted to moderate constant shear rates. This phenomenon hinders the consecution of the final equilibrium stress value. As a consequence, in those cases, the equilibrium time was considered to be reached when a variation of less than 5% of shear stress was maintained for 400 s. Thus, equilibrium times of around 1800, 1400, and 800 s were taken at 0.0125, 0.1, and 1 s −1 , respectively, for most of the samples. However, for calcium complex and polyurea greases, variations of up to 19% and 13%, respectively, have to be considered at 0.0125 s −1 after 2000 s.
Additionally, creep experiments were also performed. The main benefit of these tests was the relatively low stress values able to be applied, which do not significantly perturb the grease structural skeleton. When the applied shear stress was inferior to the yield stress, an equilibrium time of around eight hours was fixed to reach and effectively verify the steady-state, whereas 4 h allowed us to obtain the steady-state when the applied stress was slightly higher than the yield stress. These equilibrium times were imposed to obtain a variation of the shear rate lower than 2% for at least 300 s.
As can be observed in Figure 5 , creep experiments evidence different transient responses, depending on the type of grease. All greases reveal a noticeable jump of the shear rate at a given value of shear stress, which again is indicative of the yielding behaviour of these materials. In addition, it is worth pointing out that for aluminum complex, lithium, and polyurea greases, the shear rate may increase suddenly and sharply from a zero-near value to a high-shear rate value in the same test after a certain shearing time. This fact is appreciated at 700, 490, and 1100 Pa, respectively, which roughly correspond to the apparent yield stress values, i.e., the stress values for which a sudden jump in shear rate was observed in the stepped-stress ramps obtained in the CS mode. Coussot et al. [38] observed a similar phenomenon with a bentonite-water mixture, which was described as "heavy creep instability". This fact could be associated with the well-known shear banding effect, for which different values of shear rate can coexist for the same shear stress value applied [10, 28, 31] . Thus, at very low shear stress, the material behaves as a stiff material; however, when grease starts to flow, it seems to do so heterogeneously, and the shear banding phenomenon finally promotes the fracture of the sample. Figure 6 shows the viscous flow behaviour for the calcium complex grease obtained from the creep test. As can be observed, a quite pronounced drop in viscosity, from 5 × 10 8 to 3 Pa·s, was noticed when the shear stress was slightly increased from 590 Pa to 595 Pa, i.e., the yield stress. This particularly dramatic drop in viscosity is favored by the relatively weak structural skeleton that, as already discussed, is greatly affected by this critical shear stress value. Figure 6 shows the viscous flow behaviour for the calcium complex grease obtained from the creep test. As can be observed, a quite pronounced drop in viscosity, from 5 × 10 8 to 3 Pa·s, was noticed when the shear stress was slightly increased from 590 Pa to 595 Pa, i.e., the yield stress. This particularly dramatic drop in viscosity is favored by the relatively weak structural skeleton that, as already discussed, is greatly affected by this critical shear stress value. 
Correction of the "Practical" Steady-State Flow Curve
Figures 7 and 8 display the correction of the "practical" steady-state flow curves for the five lubricating greases studied, by inserting the equilibrium shear rate/stress values obtained from both creep and stress-growth tests, respectively. The transient stress values at a constant shear rate obtained in stress-growth experiments are not included in Figure 8 because of the difficulty to reach the equilibrium values for both the calcium complex and polyurea greases, as a consequence of the fracture and subsequent partial sample expelling from the measuring gap.
As can be observed in Figures 7 and 8 , the non-monotonic evolution observed in stepped-shear rate ramp flow curves was not clearly observed, or significantly dampened, when the equilibrium (or pseudo-equilibrium) stress or shear rate values obtained from stress-growth and creep experiments, respectively, were plotted. Once again, it must be noticed that the pseudo-equilibrium 
As can be observed in Figures 7 and 8 , the non-monotonic evolution observed in stepped-shear rate ramp flow curves was not clearly observed, or significantly dampened, when the equilibrium (or pseudo-equilibrium) stress or shear rate values obtained from stress-growth and creep experiments, respectively, were plotted. Once again, it must be noticed that the pseudo-equilibrium stress value is that obtained previously for the detection of a significant fracture on samples submitted to a specific constant high shear rate. stress value is that obtained previously for the detection of a significant fracture on samples submitted to a specific constant high shear rate. On the other hand and more remarkably, the particularly relevant time-dependent flow behaviour of lubricating greases needs to be considered, especially at low shear rates. Thus, when the shear stress vs. shear rate plots obtained from the stepped-stress or shear rate ramp tests are compared with the equilibrium values obtained from transient experiments, minor correction is necessary for shear rate values higher than 0.1 s −1 . However, significant deviations were found below 10 −3 s −1 , as a consequence of the extremely long time required to achieve the steady-state regime at low shear rates or shear stress values. This implies that stress values are noticeably underestimated in stepped-shear rate/stress ramp tests before the yielding flow behavior is apparent (see Figure 3 ).
Therefore, although stepped-shear rate/stress ramps provide reasonably accurate steady-state data at high shear rates, i.e., above 0.1 s −1 for lithium and aluminum greases, long-term experiments are necessary to obtain the steady-state values for lower shear rates and particularly to satisfactorily determine the extension of the yielding region. Overall, the discrepancies of data found in the medium shear rate range, i.e., 10 −3 -0.1 s −1 , are due to both the time effects already discussed and the non-monotonicity found in the stress evolution, caused by flow instabilities which are favored at shorter times in the stepped shear rate tests, especially in polyurea and calcium greases, but also in the aluminum grease.
In all cases, the Herschel-Bulkley model (Equation (2)) has been used to fit these corrected steady-state flow curves:
where τ0 is the yield stress (Pa), kH is the plastic viscosity (Pa·s n ), and n is the flow index. These fitting parameters are shown in Table 3 . On the other hand and more remarkably, the particularly relevant time-dependent flow behaviour of lubricating greases needs to be considered, especially at low shear rates. Thus, when the shear stress vs. shear rate plots obtained from the stepped-stress or shear rate ramp tests are compared with the equilibrium values obtained from transient experiments, minor correction is necessary for shear rate values higher than 0.1 s −1 . However, significant deviations were found below 10 −3 s −1 , as a consequence of the extremely long time required to achieve the steady-state regime at low shear rates or shear stress values. This implies that stress values are noticeably underestimated in stepped-shear rate/stress ramp tests before the yielding flow behavior is apparent (see Figure 3 ).
where τ 0 is the yield stress (Pa), k H is the plastic viscosity (Pa·s n ), and n is the flow index. These fitting parameters are shown in Table 3 . As it has been discussed before, the polyurea-based grease exhibits a relatively strong gel-like behaviour in the linear viscoelastic regime and, accordingly, the highest value of τ0 was obtained for this grease. On the other hand, both calcium complex soap-and polyurea-based greases show the lowest values of the flow index, closely related to the shear-induced structural breakdown [39] , which are also in agreement with the values of the amount of overshoot collected in Table 2 . In As it has been discussed before, the polyurea-based grease exhibits a relatively strong gel-like behaviour in the linear viscoelastic regime and, accordingly, the highest value of τ 0 was obtained for this grease. On the other hand, both calcium complex soap-and polyurea-based greases show the lowest values of the flow index, closely related to the shear-induced structural breakdown [39] , which are also in agreement with the values of the amount of overshoot collected in Table 2 . In general, lubricating greases with the highest values of the elapsed time at the overshoot reveal the highest values of flow index (Tables 2 and 3 ). This fact indicates an easier reorientation of the thickener particles in the oily medium, better supporting the shearing action. In consequence, lithium, lithium complex, and aluminum complex greases show a much lower tendency to instabilities during flow. thickener particles in the oily medium, better supporting the shearing action. In consequence, lithium, lithium complex, and aluminum complex greases show a much lower tendency to instabilities during flow. 
Concluding Remarks
Practical viscous flow curves of some lubricating grease formulations evaluated through stepped-shear rate/stress ramp tests exhibit a non-monotonic evolution of shear stress in a wide range of shear rates, which is mainly the consequence of the non-consecution of the steady conditions. In this sense, long-term transient experiments must be conducted to correctly achieve the steady-state for theses greases. Transient tests at a constant shear rate are affected by the fracture phenomenon in the shear rate range of 0.0125-1 s −1 . Creep experiments make it possible to avoid or minimize these adverse situations. Both types of transient tests effectively allow the correction of the "practical" flow curves obtained in shear rate/stress-stepped ramps, noticeably dampening the non-monotonic evolution of the stress in the yielding region when considering the real equilibrium stresses or shear rates. These findings may contribute to better understanding the grease flow dynamics in real situations (bearings, seals, ducts, …). On one hand, the suitable rheological 
Practical viscous flow curves of some lubricating grease formulations evaluated through stepped-shear rate/stress ramp tests exhibit a non-monotonic evolution of shear stress in a wide range of shear rates, which is mainly the consequence of the non-consecution of the steady conditions. In this sense, long-term transient experiments must be conducted to correctly achieve the steady-state for theses greases. Transient tests at a constant shear rate are affected by the fracture phenomenon in the shear rate range of 0.0125-1 s −1 . Creep experiments make it possible to avoid or minimize these adverse situations. Both types of transient tests effectively allow the correction of the "practical" flow curves obtained in shear rate/stress-stepped ramps, noticeably dampening the non-monotonic evolution of the stress in the yielding region when considering the real equilibrium stresses or shear rates. These findings may contribute to better understanding the grease flow dynamics in real situations (bearings, seals, ducts, . . . ). On one hand, the suitable rheological evaluation of the steady-state flow is necessary to deduce accurate values of rheological parameters, like those of the commonly employed Herschel-Bulkley model, to be used in simulations. On the other hand, the strong effect of time to achieve the steady-state viscosity values and the correct extension of the yielding flow regime must be incorporated in more complex analytical models in order to predict and/or simulated the grease fluid dynamics in practical situations like those described in recent literature [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Regarding the composition of greases, in spite of the same NLGI grade (except for the calcium complex grease), important differences between them have been detected from both rheological and microstructural points of view, which differentiate these greases in terms of applications and performance levels. Under the same test conditions, while aluminum complex, lithium complex, and lithium greases exhibit the actual flow behaviour of yielding structured materials, calcium complex and polyurea greases show a clearly apparent minimum in the shear stress vs. shear rate plots. Moreover, both of them exhibit the higher values of amount of overshoot in the entire studied shear rate range. Indeed, the calcium complex grease displays a weaker and not so interconnected structure composed of polydisperse and large particle aggregates, which entails a certain brittle character. This fact justifies the highest relative elasticity in the linear viscoelasticity regime and the dramatic drop in viscosity when the yield stress is reached, characterized by the lowest values of the flow index. On the other hand, the low values of the amount of overshoot and the high values of the elapsed time at the overshoot, together with the highest values of the flow index, reveal that lithium and lithium complex greases have the highest structural stability against shearing. In fact, the fiber-like structural units confer a high level of interactions to these greases, without detriment to the easier reorientation of the soap particles in the oil medium, better supporting the shearing action. Finally, it is worth pointing out the stronger gel-like behavior exhibited by the polyurea-based grease in the linear viscoelasticity regime, which confers to this grease the highest values of the yield stress under steady conditions and stress overshoot in transient experiments. Overall, lubricating greases display a complex yielding steady-state flow behaviour, strong time dependence, and associated flow instability effects, which depend on the microstructural characteristics. 
